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TRAINING PEER TUTORS FOR COLLEGE WRITERS: RESPECT, RESPONSE, UlAUGUL

[is he move0 from the life of the senses toward the
1.fe of reasoned intelligence...the long sleep of
man'is interrupted and his self-consciousness, sepa-

, rating itself from the lazy play of the needless saga
series of events, begins to think and to be thought
of, 'itself by itself,' and as it thinks and is
thought of, man in his new inner.isolation confronts
the phenomenon of his own autonomous personality.

Eric Havelock, Preface to Plato

In 'his history of fifth century Greeks, Eric Havelock

notes the simultaneous rapid growth of the use of prose

writing and dialectical thinking,- which

profoundly influencedthe consciouness of self he describes

in this passage. We cannot say that either writing or

use of dialectic is the cause and the other the effect:

no doubt they reinforced and served .one another. And, in

some ways, the-experience of college freshmen may be similar

to the transition of those early Gre'eks: challenged to think

in new ways by the dialectics of each discipline, their

thoughts and expressions caught, examinined, and'exposed

by the web of their often insufficient prose, made conscious,

of the many selves of the writer, the freshman composition

student is forced to rethink his world and himself. And, the

internal and external worlds the student confronts, writes

about, and crlates are tbetative, ambiguous, self-revealin6.

We should not lightly undertake this task of teaching

writing. It requires individual attention'.
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In many colleges, peer tutors can increase the amount

of individual assistance available to students. But if

the tutors are not trained, we may simply be allowing the

blind to lead the blind (or in som+ases the arrogant to

lead the unknowing). To enhance the quality of peer tutoring

at the college where I teach, I designed a full-credit

aurse to train College Tutors in Writing. 'The course

was based upon my belief that to help a Freshman learn

how to write a tutor must have respect for the student's

difibult transition from oral to .written modes ofoexpression

and for each student's attempts to involve himself in the

varied and intricate processes of cqmposition. This

respect helps the tutor make responses that stimulate

possibilities and assist the student's identification of

attitudes, information, and patterns hitherto unrecognized.

Respect and respionse lead to fruitful dialogues between

tutor and writer, dialogues which acknowledge and shape the

student's responsible written contributions to our communal

body of knowledge.

Background

This coarse evolved from a not entirely successful first

attempt ice- train taAettit which focused upon teaching tutors

methods and'techniques without special attention to the

tutors' attitudes.

When the first tutor training was offered (Fall 1978),

. ,
I knew generally that I wanted the tutors to be listeners,.

supporters, and encouragers, not critics, correctors, and



editors. They were to help the student by talking with

him in such a way that the student would develop his own

content and ideas and discover an incentive`to write and

critique hi own writing. 4The tutors .were train0 to
w

ryspond tothe writer using techniques I found in Terry

Radcliffe's article, "Talk-Write Composition: A Theoretical

Niodel Proposing the Use of Speech to Improve Writing"(1972)

and Peter Elbow's Writing Without Teachers (1973. 1 Elbow's

recommendations, called "pointing, summarizing, and telling,"

give models for non-judgmental responses to a preliminary

writing or ftrst draft. Radcliffe's responses, suggested

by counseling and communication theory, seem ideal to help

the student develop content and,ideas in a supportive atmosphere.

After trying these kinds of responses for a couple of

weeks, the tutors complained that they seemed unable to help,

that they had to "clean up the composition" before they could

even begin to respond as suggested. Unfortunately; they

were doing precisely what I didn't want: treating students

with scarcely disguised contempt and'editing papers.

To help the tutors understand the students' writing

problems, I lectured to them about "the:writing process,"

and we analysed problems and errori in studgnts° papers.

But, while the tutors could now understand--that is name,

identify, even diagnose a student's writing difficulty--they

were still unable to make many helpful comments.

I finally d"ermined that what the tutors 'lacked was

respect for the struggles of the beginning writer. I could

ask them to use Radcliffe's and Elbow's responses, teaal them

411.
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to identify errors, but if their.responses were not motivated

by respect for the learner and an understanding of the entire

process of composition, their work was almost useless.

In short, prior to skills and techniques, theories and

methods, the tutors needed to develop an'attitude of

respectful concern, as well as an understanding, and the
.00

attitude had to come first.

As one of the -hi-tors wrote at the end of the revised

course (the one I am about to describe):

The attitude of a good tutor is one of equality
and concern toward the student as a person. The
tutor has many methods to choose from, but it would
be a horrid mistake...to use one method on all his,/
her students, or try to mold the student to fit the
method fTlhe tutor must recognize eaph student
as an individual who has specific needs.1

Respect

To develop respect, the revised training course begins

with three experiences to make the tutor more aware of herself

as a writer and learner_ and morn appreciative of the processes

of composition. During the first three weeks, we all do

and discuss the following:

1. Each tutor writes an indivdual history recalling her

education in composition to identify what she knoWs and.how

she learned it and to assess the positive and negative

influences on her writing and on her development as a writer.

2. Each tutor.Writes a narrative account describing her most

recent cemposing'4f an academic paper from the time she

heard the aisignment to the time she received the paper

back from the teacher. The narrative includes actions and

thoughts, as well as feelings and attitudes.

, (7

1.
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3. In class, we each compose'a short essay, beginning with

a variety of ifivention techniques including free-writing.

Then, we Tead and respond to each other's ideas, purposes,

and .drafts, and proofread the completed essays. (The .topic

for this essay was Wallace Stevens' "Anecdote of the Jar."

AnY.short Poem, a painting, or mutual experience would,serve.)

These three activities quickly Acquainithe tutor with

theirriDen problems and achievements, And they becomc aware

of different and similar modes of inventiun and discovery,

of individual habits and styles. They br.gin to assess the

value of different kinds of responses. Their attention is

shifted away from writing as a product, away from editthg

and errors of dechanics, and focused on the earlierl.germinal

atages of compostion and the value of expressive writing

from which ides...and purposes emerge. They see how judgments

can limit iAinative insights. They learn through experience
A

that writing involves a number of interrelated activities

and that writing b1(.pcks and stilted prose often result

when one tries to edit during the early stage6 of invention

and forming. 0

Not surprisingly, their conclusions are similar to those

, reported in recent books and afticles about composition, so

I support and expand their discoveries by telling them about

James Britton's participant-spectator theory of languake,

Janet Emig's study of the composing processes of tWelfth

graders, Josephine Miles' theories about predication and ideas,

Mina Shaughnessy"s.work with basic writersafinda Flower's

0
4.
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definitions of writer- and reader-based prose, and Roger

Garrison's methods44 WI.iting conferences, We read and

distess Elbow's- Writing Without Teachers and Carl Rogers'

Freedom to Learn (chapters 4-7, IA). They examine a

standard Freshman composition textbook and write a 'book re-
,

0

view assessing its ability to address the writing problems

they have identified, The book-ireviews are Written for

the Freshman composition teachers (we discuss thejamplications,

of this particular audience), add after a revision or two,

are copied and distributed. Using these texts we also review

aspects of grammar they .feel unsure about.

In addition, each tutor writes anecdotal reports

-of each conference with a student and keeps itaijournal of

comments on her reading and deVelopment as a writer.

pesponse
a

Theseexperiences and reflections, the support from

professionals and review of traditional materials give

'the tutor the confidence to try out,different responses

when they meet with students. I ask them to be particularly

aware of the kinds of responses, they make to studentm because;

as a final project, they will write a report based upon their

own records. The report can be a case study tracing one or

more students development (including themselves) or an

examination of several students' work during the invention

or revision part of the composing process.

In these final reports, the tutors said that their

most effective responses were those which established a
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supportive and encouraging atmosphere by providing tAe

student With an interested, non-judgmental reader anduAlck

Abart involved the student.in the writing task, For instance,

one tutor noted that, when responding to a draft, it is wise

to focus on one writing problem at a time, and that,the appro-

priate response is rarely correction or editing, but-more

likely a question.- The question, "Can you give me an example?"

is preferable to the comment, "You haven't supported ydur

generalization."

One tutor noted that if she could diecover and respond

' to the student's personal interesi"in a topic, then he was

able'to find a purpose for writing. Describing her work

with a student writing about pe history of farmingl.shve urote:

While talking withc -3 I discovered that he had written
his_paper out of hip"..Ran experienci with farming, yet
he only.briefly mentioned this-personal relationship
with his topic in his draft. He %etas writing...without
realizing that the history of his famliiy was a-history
of farming, from the pioneering days of his grandfather
to his baa day of mechanization. .Listening to. his
colorful description of his farm life, I t'ought,
"How could his paper be so dull and objective when
he is sitting here now drawing n marvelously`vivid
picture of the farming life he loves so well?"

As soon as I found out that he had neglected this
personal point of viewf I suggested using it as a
center...from which the paper could develop. ..What .

really surprised me was that in his next draft many
of thoF,..) smaller grammatical mistakes he was making in
the first paper had mysteriously disappeared. ...His
thesis°was the same as in the first paper, but pyoving
it through his own expvience malc4it much c1ear6r and
much More interestinge4

Another tutor always began her discussion with a student

by commenting on the positive aspects of the student's work

before asking-questions to elicit examples and details.

Note,how her questions to a student writing about Black Rights

C.)
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'lead him to the discovery of ifientilkable rhetorical

structures, comparisbn/contrast and classification:

His first writing was A'free-write of all his fe'elings
and ideas. I felt this was a good start and told him
so. X then ttied to direct my questions towards re-

; ceiving more information on the subject: I said,
"You talk about the differences between-black and white
schooli;, can you describe some of thesd differences?

-. What were some of the specific problems ygur father
encountered? You speak of emotions, but gan you tell
me which emotions you are talking about?"

Next she helps him identify'an audiencato give'the essay
. ,

rhetoric4 purpoie:
t

I toldr Dto pretend he was writing to someone like
me who came from an irea with very few Blacks and so
knew little about the situation. I figured,by telling
hir&that, he would remember our discusRion and try

- to write as clearly as he spoke.to me.'

The sequence of questions can often Alp a student'proceed
ft

from description to analysis, from narrative or reporting p,

to ideas exprOssing comparisons and contrasts or implications

. and consequbnceb. When working with a student on an assign-

ment to"describe, analyse, and draw some corIci/usion about

a personal experience," the tutor began with Who? What? and
`\
iWhere? questions to develop narrative contents then she

asked How? questions to ascertain qaulities, feelin and

proCesses: and finally she posed Why?.questions to prompt

analysis of motivation, cause and effect. During this

questioning the student wrote down each answer and

at the end had a sentence outline for his,essay. After

examining her own and the student's composing habits,

this tutor concluded:

The activity of questioning is often done j.nternal4
and unconsciously by more advanced writers. More
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advanced students question and dialogue with them-
. selves before 'they begin to write, or they free-write
to bring Mose questions to light. 'This.kind of.
activity Is riot Internalized by'Preshman writing.
students. T#erefore, always stress to students.'
.that what we do togettft to generate dontent can
be done alone, in hopes that as.they improve they e

will internaliie soMe of the.stept to. godd writing.)

Dialogue.

. The dialogue this tutor refers to is similar ta

heuristic procedures: the development of content and ideas

,by questioning, compar1sons1 0 Oppoitions. But besides

heuristic dialogue, I bilteve other dialogic relationships

exist lietween the tutor and the student which Positively

'influence the student's writing.- .In mos tutors' work, I

can trace a progression from the dialogue of teacher to

1.

student which Martin Buber identifies as an unequal relationship,

to. the mutuality of an I-thou relatipnship which can provide

for the stUdent's increasingly authatic.exploration of his /

world. 44

Buber writes, "the relation in,education is one of
6

pure dialogue" and describes the experience of inclusion
a

wher *he teacher, or in this case, thq tutor, out of her
14

respebt fbr the student's individuality; catches herself.'

"from over there,".feels how the other is affected, inpaits

the other's purpose. As one tutor wrote: "A good tutor does

not simplk go over student papers.- She goes into them, into

the experience of the student bs writer, as Person, to

kri
discover and generate meaning."

According to Buber, the teacher or tutor in this Mind

of relationship comes to "an ever deeper recognition of

11)

.
. ,t

I
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what the human being 'needs in order to grow. But he is

- also led to the recognition of what he...is able and unable

to
c
give of what id needed--and what he can give now, and

VI
what not yet." As several tutors noted, they had to withhold

information, practice a certain reticence, let the student

write his own papelil, find his own way. They had to temper

their early desire to be completely involved in each step

of the compbsitiont to respect the.student's emerging

abilities* One tutor even refused to help a student with'

a theme at the end of.;the:semester, telling her she knew

wflat she had to do and could do it. They came to realize

*that they could teach the freshmen to be self-Lmotivated

-lieriters(and that ihat was their goal.

Buber's definition of the dialogical rllationship in
a

education is limited to the education of the younger student.

He says that the young learner cannot and should not be

expected-or asked to extend himself.-to se& or experience

:he world from the teacher's poin't of view. Thus, the

I-thou relationship is always incomplete. But with college

freshmen I think we can expect the possiblity oi° the student's

experiencing of the world from the teacher's, or at least

from t)le tutor's, perspective. And I think such an inclusion

of bus other's aelf develops a positive snnse of audience
6

and an expanded notion of responsible writing:-

Because someone is listening and responding, the student

dares.to test his own purposes; he acknowledges the need to

support his assertions; he is willing to consider other

opinions, even conflicting ideas. This willingness depends
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upon the student's assurance of the respect 2f the tutor

and on the dtudentlt growing confidence in his own composing

process and expression. Sustained by the authenticity of

a tutor, the freshman writer may now approach the writing

task with an incroasd sehse of possibility. And rather than

be overwAltmeeby possiblity, ambiguity, and self-doubt,

the.Writer comes to not only respect , but also delight in

his own abiliIy to create and express meanings.

Notes

10 Charlotte Stratton, The Path to Clear Lainkinz and Meaning
(unpublished research report, Mayo 1979), p. 11.

2. Maureen Dolan,
May, 1979), p. 3.

3. Barbara
research report,

4. Ihi., p. 3.

5. Stratton, pp. 6.7.

Shared Learninq (unpublished research report,

Talkinp Develcois Better Writing (unpublished
May 1979), p. 3.

6. Martin Buber, "Education (1926),"
York, 1965), p. 98.
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